
Retail expansion is a key lever to develop sales and revenues 
responsibly: With more retailers, especially retailers with a large 
and loyal customer base, lotteries are able both to achieve sales 
across a larger demographic and to increase the engagement 
of lapsed and light players. Expanding a lottery’s reach is also 
critical to making lottery products more accessible to all players, 
delivering “street level” convenience of playing lottery games, 
and improving the awareness of universal acceptance of the 
lottery as part of the social and business fabric of the community. 
The prospect of selling lottery tickets is not always met with 
enthusiasm, however, especially by established chains with very 
focused business models. Improvement in this area often means 
creating customized solutions and flexible business models to 
match a retailer’s very specific requirements.

Such was the case with the 
partnership created recently 
between the New Jersey 
Lottery/Northstar New Jersey 
Lottery Group/GTECH and the 
Wawa chain of convenience 
retail stores. To implement a 
full, seamless rollout of Wawa’s 
232 New Jersey stores in 
just over three months took 
experience, flexibility, detailed 

software planning, requirements gathering, technological acuity, 
and, most significantly, a deep understanding of Wawa’s needs. 
The partnership hinged on a commitment from all parties to work 
jointly toward mutual success.

THE WAWA PROJECT COMPRISED FOUR KEY GOALS:
1. Provide Wawa with data elements to manage all of its retail 

locations from a central location.

2. Implement best practices from prior installations.

3. Validate the solution prior to implementation. 

4. Keep the New Jersey Lottery’s current financial model intact.

To accommodate Wawa’s needs, the Lottery installed at each 
location both a Gemini® instant and draw game vending machine 
and a retailer-operated Altura® lottery terminal.

“WAWA HAS SET THE BAR VERY HIGH REGARDING THE 
DATA WE REQUIRE TO MOST EFFECTIVELY AND 

EFFICIENTLY MANAGE OUR LOTTERY OFFER. FROM THE 
VERY START, GTECH AND THE NEW JERSEY LOTTERY WERE 

EAGER TO DELIVER THESE REQUIREMENTS. BECAUSE OF 
THIS, WE ARE ABLE TO FOCUS ON WHAT IS REALLY 

IMPORTANT – THE CUSTOMER.”

 – Anne L. Kerstetter, Store Operations,  
Payment & Reconciliation Manager, Wawa

The level of customized solutions and granularity of the data 
provided to the chain surpassed both GTECH’s and Wawa’s 
previous technology implementations. Wawa’s data transfer 
requirements in particular necessitated the creation of new 
and flexible business solutions. Wawa wanted to maintain a 
database of transactional information including sales, pack 
inventory, device events, cash management, and transactional 
level reporting, allowing Wawa to analyze operations from 
its headquarters. Following best practices used in other 
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GTECH installations, at the completion of each player session, 
transactional activity from the Gemini machines is transmitted 
to the Central Gaming System, providing insight into consumer 
buying behavior. As delivered by GTECH, nightly files provide 
Wawa with sales data down to the transaction level; instant pack 
inventory figures; details of all Gemini device events, such as 
each time the door is opened and closed; and complete player 
transaction data from the moment the money is inserted through 
the completion of purchase. The financial model established by 
the New Jersey Lottery is kept intact; no special financial reports 
were created, and Wawa is accountable in the same weekly 
invoicing manner as all other New Jersey Lottery retail locations. 

“WE ARE PROUD OF OUR NEW WAWA PARTNERSHIP. 
IT WAS AN OUTSTANDING TEAM EFFORT AND, 

IMPORTANTLY, A COLLECTION OF TECHNOLOGY FIRSTS 
FROM OUR DEDICATED GTECH TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS.” 

– Russ Knapp, Vice President and General Manager, 
Northstar New Jersey 

In Wawa’s other lottery-selling states (Virginia and Pennsylvania), 
data element testing occurred after the first Wawa vending 
machine was in production. In order to ensure a full rollout in 
New Jersey without any disruption to Wawa’s store operations, 
GTECH and Northstar New Jersey conducted a six-week live 
beta-test at Wawa’s corporate headquarters before the go-live 
date. A secure tunnel linked the system located at GTECH’s 
Trenton, NJ, facility with the Altura and Gemini devices located 
at Wawa’s Idea Center in Wawa, PA. The beta testing contributed 
significantly to the quick and seamless rollout and increased 
Wawa’s comfort level appreciably. 

According to Anne L. Kerstetter, the retail chain’s Store 
Operations, Payment & Reconciliation Manager, although the 
schedule in New Jersey was considerably more aggressive 
than for Wawa’s previous lottery implementations, “with the 
support and dedication we received from GTECH, Northstar 
New Jersey,  the New Jersey Lottery and Wawa’s internal teams, 
we were able to successfully meet our goals. The project team 
we worked with from GTECH and Northstar New Jersey are 
top notch. We were continuously impressed throughout the 
planning and implementation phases of this project. From how 
prepared the team was to deliver Wawa-specific requirements to 
how quickly issues were addressed, we were delighted to work 
with this team every step of the way.” Suzanne Keenan, Wawa’s 
Sr. VP of Information Technology and Process Solutions, concurs: 

“Working with Northstar New Jersey and the New Jersey 
Lottery was a complete pleasure. They were well organized, 
knowledgeable, and responsive, making the rollout smooth and 
successful.” 

To ensure ease of operation through the rollout and beyond, 
more than 100 GTECH and Northstar New Jersey personnel 
helped with the implementation, traveling to each Wawa location 
to train store personnel on equipment and marketing. Northstar 
New Jersey also conducted ambassador programs at each 
Wawa location, giving away Lottery-branded merchandise and 
otherwise bringing attention to the fact that Wawa is now selling 
lottery products. The Lottery ambassador team will continue to 

promote lottery at store grand openings as Wawa expands in 
the state.

Early results are impressive. Wawa stores generated more than 
$900,000 in weekly sales for the New Jersey Lottery just a few 
weeks after rollout, without benefit of a large multistate jackpot 

– ahead of plan and well ahead of a new retailer’s typical per-
store sales – pleasing both the Lottery and Wawa: “Sales are 
strong and continue to grow,” reports Kerstetter. “The Gemini 
terminal is attractive and intuitive for customers to use and 
the offer is exciting. That coupled with the support we receive 
from the New Jersey Lottery sales representatives and GTECH 
technicians who service our stores will help us drive the success 
of a self-serve Lottery platform. Our customers are tech savvy 
and crave convenience and a compelling offer and we believe 
having lottery now available in every New Jersey Wawa store is 
just another way we can fulfill lives, every day.”

“THE INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODEL THAT WE BUILT 
WITH WAWA IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF NEW JERSEY 
LOTTERY’S COMMITMENT TO RETAIL PARTNERSHIPS. 

IT IS THE RESULT OF RICH COLLABORATION BETWEEN 
THE NEW JERSEY LOTTERY, NORTHSTAR, GTECH, AND 

WAWA. ULTIMATELY IT ALLOWS US TO EXPAND OUR 
BRAND FOOTPRINT, ATTRACT NEW PLAYERS AND 

INCREASE REVENUES TO SUPPORT EDUCATION AND 
INSTITUTIONS IN NEW JERSEY.  WE ARE DELIGHTED 
TO WELCOME WAWA TO OUR RETAILER NETWORK.”

 – Carole Hedinger, Executive Director, New Jersey Lottery

Wawa’s customers are also passionate about the chain, which has 
inspired an “I Love Wawa” apparel line, songs, tattoos, 36,000 
Twitter followers, and nearly 1.2 million likes on its Facebook page, 
and many will not shop at any other convenience store. Therefore, 
by creating customized solutions and flexible business models 
to match Wawa’s specific requirements, the New Jersey Lottery/
Northstar New Jersey/GTECH were able to bring lottery not only 
to one of the premier convenience store chains in the state but 
also to new players with new demographics. 

From left, Jim Shortall and Suzanne Keenan of Wawa and Carole 
Hedinger of the NJ Lottery at a Wawa store grand opening
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